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The Question for Today

• CFCFE founded last year by 28 Irish and British credit unions and 
credit union suppliers.

• Objective, independent, academic quality action research in 
support of credit unions and community finance organisations.

• First major paper published in Nov. 2017 on the Irish Credit 
Union Business Model and its future.

• Very positive response.  Growing consensus that CUs must 
modernise their business model to stay relevant.

• What should the business model be to preserve and build credit 
unions as a crucial component of Irish society?
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Credit Unions:  A Vital Social Institution Under Threat

• CU movement achieved amazing success in first four decades.

• Continues to be the most trusted brand in Ireland.

• But metrics started declining even before the financial crisis.

• Capital is still strong, but loan growth is generally flat.  

• Return on assets declining for many.

• Current loan/asset ratio unsustainable. CUs in danger of failing. 

• Banks now invading CU core lending. Challenge of fintech.

• Consumers demand convenience and will pay more for it.
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International Models: What Worked Elsewhere?

• Growing, successful CUs elsewhere have evolved into full-service 
financial services providers.

• Retain their ethos as democratic, member-owned mutuals.

• While competing directly with commercial banks.

• Highly trusted consumer brands in the US, Canada and Australia, 
as they are here.

• Survive/thrive because they concluded it is not ‘credit union 
philosophy’ to force people to the banks because CUs have only 
a limited product offering.

• And they adopted a willingness to embrace change!
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What Worked Elsewhere:  The US Example

• 1969: 24,000 credit unions, 21 million members

2018: 5,800 credit unions, 110 million members

• Still democratically governed by volunteer directors.

• Professional, skilled, well-paid management teams, with the 
authority to run the business.

• Few Americans have any need for a bank.

• Some very large, but: Half of all US credit unions have total assets 
less than $31 million.

• The Key: Robust ecosystem of collaborative support mechanisms 
give small CUs the same back office scale as largest.
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US Credit Union Breadth of Service Offering
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Lending Products Australia Canada USA Ireland

Home mortgages ✔ ✔ ✔

Second charge home equity ✔ ✔ ✔

Secured car loans (and leasing, HP, PCP) ✔ ✔ ✔

Credit cards ✔ ✔ ✔

Current account overdraft loans ✔ ✔ ✔

Other revolving lines of credit ✔ ✔ ✔

Asset-secured small business loans ✔ ✔ ✔

Unsecured, closed-end signature loans ✔ ✔ ✔

Savings-secured, closed-end signature loans ✔

Loan products offered by at least 25% of CUs in country:



Even Smallest US CUs are Full Service
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Source: Credit Union National Association.

Percent of CUs offering products, by asset band:



Commercial Collaboration Is Essential

• Modern financial services require scale, depth of expertise.

• No credit union large enough to go it alone. 

• Basic variations:
• Shared resources model.

• Negotiating model.

• Entrepreneurial partnership model. 

• Key early developments were Central Finance Facilities.

• Provincial centrals (CAN), corporate CUs (US), CUSCAL (OZ)

• No monopolies. No single solutions. Some will fail, so need 
multiple efforts to assure success.
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The Need for Collaborative Advocacy

• US/Canadian/Australian CUs looked just like those in Ireland 50 
years ago.  

• Did not have the legal/regulatory ability to offer more.

• They set a vision, united politically and deployed highly 
effective, disciplined, patient, and professional advocacy.

• Multiple trade bodies, some focusing more on the largest CUs, 
others on all of them.  But united in dealing with governments.

• Politicians are happy to say comforting things and do nothing if 
CUs do not speak from the same page. 

• Political advantage from having both small and large CUs.
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Regulatory Flexibility and ‘The Right to Fail’

• Unintended consequences: Excessive supervision increases risk.  
For small CUs it virtually guarantees failure.

• Innovation is not possible without the risk of some CUs failing.

• Freedom to fail is key collective survival and success advantage 
of CU sectors elsewhere. 

• Regulation should enable credit union success. 

• Proportionate to risk and commensurate with proven 
competence. Leave small CUs alone.  

• Prompt corrective action: Shut down CUs with <2% capital.

• Share protection is there to protect members.
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The Centre for Community Finance Europe
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The Centre for Community Finance Europe
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Please consider joining with us:


